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Our Mission
Engage students and teachers in dynamic, hands-on exploration and
discovery opportunities that strengthen knowledge in science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM), inspire students to pursue careers in these
fields, and provide an outlet to learn and apply important life skills.
Our Vision
Build a scientifically literate public and shape our future leaders to help improve quality
of life across the globe – not just through pragmatic teaching, but by the power of vision,
inspiration and innovation.
Our History
In 1986, Challenger Center for Space Science Education (Challenger Center) was
established by the families of the seven crew members who were tragically lost in the
Challenger 51-L mission. Dedicated to the educational spirit of that mission, Challenger
Learning Centers were developed to spark youth interest and joy in science and
engineering and offer children, teachers, and citizens alike a place to explore science,
learn effective problem solving strategies, and gain valuable teamwork skills. In 1988,
the organization’s first Challenger Learning Center opened at the Houston Museum
of Natural History.
About Challenger Learning Centers
Today, there are more than 45 Challenger Learning Centers around the globe (U.S.,
Canada, United Kingdom and South Korea). The Centers are located in schools,
museums and science centers, on university and college campuses, or as stand-alone
facilities. Many Challenger Learning Center sites are in regions lacking education and
science resources.
Staffed by educators known as Flight Directors, the core of each Center is an interactive
computerized simulator with a Mission Control Room patterned after the NASA Johnson
Space Center and an orbiting Space Station ready for exploration. It is at Challenger
Learning Centers that students become astronauts and engineers, solving real-world
problems as they share the thrill of discovery on missions through the Solar System.
As a recognized leader in educational simulation, Challenger Center’s award-winning
classroom and teacher training programs use the excitement of space exploration
to create positive learning experiences designed to raise students’ expectations
of success and develop critical communication, decision-making, and
team-building skills.
Challenger Center is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.
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Mission Overview
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by robotic explorations and spacecraft in
Martian orbit have directed the human
explorations.
Studies of the ancient flood plains and
incredible canyons are part of an effort
to find out what happened to the water
that once flowed across Mars, to find out
if the planet once had a more Earth-like
environment, and if so, to find out why it
changed and if this change could happen
on Earth. The crew on the Martian surface
has collected and analyzed a great number
of geologic and soil samples, as well as data
gathered by probes on the Martian moons.
The Mars Control team is charged with
the selection of entry and departure
trajectories before the landing and
subsequent lift-off of the Mars Transport
Vehicle can occur.
The crew on the Mars Transport Vehicle
is tasked with the launching of probes
targeted at the Martian moons. A probe
will be launched to Phobos prior to
landing, and then another to Deimos before
the flight back to Earth.
Both the relief crew and the planet-based
crew will be under tight deadlines to
gather important data and communicate
information to the teams, the spacecraft,
and the Mars base. The crews
also will gain an appreciation
for the “luxuries” of planet
Earth—such as air, water and
food—as compared to a barren
planet such as Mars.

.........

n Earth years, it is 2076, and a now
routine Voyage to Mars has brought the
latest human crew into Martian orbit.
Control of the incoming flight has been
transferred from Houston’s Mission
Control to Mars Control at Chryse Station.
The crew arriving from Earth on the Mars
Transport Vehicle has been specially
trained to replace the existing crew of
astronauts, which has manned Mars
Control for the past two years, and to
continue their scientific explorations.
It was 100 years ago when Viking 1 &
2 made the first United States’ robotic
landings on Mars in the late 1970s, giving
humans their first up-close look at the
Martian surface.
A renewed interest in Earth’s planetary
neighbor was spurred by Mars Pathfinder
with its July 4, 1997, landing and its small
robotic rover named Sojourner. This
microwave-sized rover rekindled the
human spirit of exploration as it crawled
around an ancient flood plain on Mars
sniffing rocks and snapping pictures that
provided the most detailed look ever at
the Red Planet’s surface.
The success of Pathfinder and its little
hitchhiker set the stage for an armada
of robotic spacecraft that over
the next three decades paved
the way for the first human
landings on Mars. The data
collected during the early
years of the new millennium
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VOYAGE TO MARS

It is 2076, one hundred years after the landing of Viking I, and a now routine voyage to Mars has
brought the latest human crew into Martian orbit. Control of the incoming flight has been transferred
from Houston's Mission Control to Mars Control at Chryse Station. The crew arriving from Earth on the
Mars Transport Vehicle has been trained to replace the crew of astronauts that has run Mars Control
for the past two years, and to continue its scientific explorations of the Red Planet.
Your visit to the Challenger Learning Center is not just a field trip — it's a unique hands-on learning
experience, transforming you into a scientist, engineer or researcher on a simulated space mission to
Mars, complete with mission control and spacecraft! From the moment of lift-off to the completion of
the mission, you become a critical member of one of eight mission teams. Using math, science,
problem-solving, teamwork, responsible decision-making, and communication skills, the eight teams
work together to complete the mission. Participants will have the opportunity to become both mission
controller and spacecraft astronaut.
Inside the Challenger Learning Center, groups of 16 to 36 students in grades 5 and up become crew
members on a simulated space mission. Students are assigned to one of eight teams:
communication, data, navigation, medical, remote, life support, isolation or probe.

Communications Team (COM)
"Mars Control, this is the spacecraft. Do you copy? Over." COM Officers facilitate verbal
communication between the two locations. They are skilled in reading and oral
communications, and have the ability to work in high stress situations while remaining
focused on specific tasks.
Data Team (DATA)
DATA Officers transfer all electronic messages between Mars Control and the spacecraft,
and access the research video library on demand. It sounds stress free until you realize that
DATA Officers are transferring (and receiving!) messages from six other teams. DATA
Officers rely on strong reading and oral communications and good organization skills.
Navigation Team (NAV)
Are we there yet? Navigation Officers can easily answer this one because they're
responsible for navigating the spacecraft on its journey. They also coordinate launches
and/or landings as the scenario requires. Navigation Officers have strong mathematics and
reading skills, basic knowledge of coordinate geometry, basic knowledge of angle
measurements, and an interest in astronomy.
Probe Team (PROBE)
As a member of the Probe Team, students assemble, deploy, and monitor one or more
space probes launched during a mission. The position requires strong mechanical skills,
proficiency in mathematics and reading, analytical problem solving, and deduction skills.
12400 Columbia Way, Downey, CA 90242 · (562) 231-1200

www.columbiaspacescience.org info@downeyspacecenter.org
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Assembling Your Teams

I

n preparation to fly a mission at a Challenger Learning Center, students “apply” for
available positions and are assigned by their teacher to their roles. Challenger Center
believes the classroom teacher is best suited to make the student assignments to teams
which best match their abilities and interests. To ensure a positive learning experience
for every student, please give careful consideration as you assign students to the teams.
To help you make those assignments, use the “Job Application” in this book to determine
the students’ personal preferences. Then use other information at your disposal, such
as skill level or learning styles, to provide a good match of each student’s abilities with
the position requirements.
The Team Descriptions on the next page outline the roles and responsibilities of each
position to help teachers make student assignments. Challenger Center has characterized
additional information about skill requirements and learning styles for each description
to use as appropriate in making your student assignments.
In addition to providing an authentic setting in which to apply skills learned in the
classroom, every Challenger Learning Center also provides students with a dynamic,
multi-sensory environment. Research shows that people use all of their senses to learn.
That same research shows that while most people use a combination of particular sensory
styles to process information, one dominant style usually dictates their preferred method
of learning: kinesthetic, visual, tactile, and/or auditory. Kinesthetic learners learn best
by hands-on physical involvement. Visual learners may prefer reading, taking notes,
and making lists. Tactile learners may work best at their own pace in a comfortable secure
environment, while auditory learners may prefer group discussions and listening to lectures.
Each mission requires the cooperative effort of eight teams. Teams will do a “crew
swap” so that each team will experience Mission Control as well as the Spacecraft during
the course of the mission.

Have students:
1. Review the positions available for their mission as a class.
2. Complete a Job Application.
3. Submit completed applications to their teacher for position assignments.

.........

If you would like more information about learning styles, Challenger Center suggests:

...

. . . xii . . . . . . . . .

R.& Sisco, B.R. (1990). Individualizing instruction. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. James, W.B. & Blank, W.E. (1991).
A comparison of perceptual learning styles of adult high school graduates and nongraduates. Adult Basic Education,
1(2), 98-106. Smith, D.K., & Holiday, P.J. (1987). Learning styles and academic achievement. Focus on Learning Problems
in Mathematics. Stronck, D.R. (1980). The educational implications of human individuality. American Biology Teacher.
Wood, J.W. (1984). Adapting instruction for the mainstream: A sequential approach to teaching. Columbus, OH: Charles
E. Merrill.
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Please review all of the available positions and list your top three choices.
1st Choice
2nd Choice
3rd Choice

Personal Data
Name:

Date:

School:

Grade:

Teacher’s Name:

Relevant Skills and Experience
What makes you best qualified for this position?

What experiences and skills make you the best candidate for this position?

List membership in any organizations or civic clubs. (Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4-H, sports
teams, etc.)

.........

List any honors, awards, publications, or personal achievements. (Honor roll, School paper, etc.)
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MISSION TO MARS: CREW MANIFEST
Challenger Learning Center of Northern Nevada
Mission Date:!
!
Teacher/Leader:!
!
!
Group:
!
!
!
!
!
Please fill positions using prioritized numbers below for assigning crew members.
Email a copy >72 hours before your mission so we can provide to the main office. Also
email a jpeg file of your team mission patch in advance, if possible. Thanks!
TEAMS
COM (2 people)

Group 1: Starts in MC

Group 2: Starts in SC

1

2

3
25

4
26

5
23

6
24

7
17
29

8
18
30

9
19

10
20

11
21
31

12
22
32

13
27

14
28

15

16

(Reading, public speaking, leadership)

Navigation (2-4 people)
(Math and communication skills, reading
coordinates on a graph, astronomy)

Probe (2-4 people)
(Listening skills, giving and following
auditory directions, mechanical skills,
self-motivation, engineering)

Life Support (2-6 people)
(problem solving, reading scientific
instruments, environmental and
biological sciences, research/analysis)

Medical (2-6 people)
(social skills, data entry, math, simulated
medical procedures, averaging)

ISO (2-6 people)
Note: This station requires equal
numbers in Group 1 & 2. (hand-eye
coordination, patience, reading,
research, measuring, robotics)

Remote (2-4 people)
(mechanical and observation skills,
reading, scientific investigation, geology)

Data (2 people)
(manage details & priorities, coding)

Pilot (MS and older)*
(dexterity, persistence, spatial skills)

Journalist (HS and older)**
(photography, editing, interviewing)

*Note: This position is optional
for mission operations.
**Note: Optional, only for highly
self-directed students.
Revised 4-21-15

Common Core: English Language Arts

Mission Activity

RI.6/7/8.1: Quote accurately from a text when explaining
what the text says...

While working in Mars Control, students conduct research by
reading informational text and answering questions.

RI.6/7/8.4: Determine the meaning of general academic and
domain-specific words and phrases in a text...

Students work with their teammates to understand and use
vocabulary specific to their team and mission.

SL.6/7/8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions...building on others’ ideas and expressing their
own.

Students engage in communication and problem solving in order
to successfully accomplish mission objectives.

SL.6/7/8.3: Delineate a speaker’s arguments and specific
claims, distinguishing claims that are and are not
supported...

During the mid-brief, students analyze information presented by
Flight Director in order to determine what to do next.

SL.6/7/8.6: Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks... Students communicate with teammates across simulators using
provided protocol. Students engage in communication with
teammates, Flight Director and Commander.
Common Core: Mathematics

Mission Activity

6.NS.6: Understand a rational number as a point on the
number line. Extend number line diagrams and coordinate
axes...with negative number coordinates.
7.NS.1: Apply and extend previous understandings of
addition and subtraction to add and subtract rational
numbers...
8.NS.2: Use rational approximations of irrational numbers to
compare the size of irrational numbers...

Students in Mars Control analyze data from the students in the
Mars Transport Vehicle. Depending on grade level and team
responsibilities, students determine rational or irrational number
and location on a number line.

6.EE.7: Solve real world and mathematical problems by
writing and solving equations of the form x+p=q and px=q...
7.EE.4: Use variables to represent quantities in real-world or
mathematical problems, and construct simple equations and
inequalitities to solve problems by reasoning.

During the mid-brief students work together to determine the
impact of a Mars event on their mission using the equation
d=r*t. Depending on grade level, students record data using
scientific notation.

6.SP.5: Summarize numerical data sets in relation to context.
8.SP.1: Construct and interpret scatter plots for bivariate
measurement data to investigate patterns of association
between two quantities

Students analyze data they receive from the Mars Transport
Vehicle in order to determine if results are acceptable or not.
Students work with numerical data to determine if results are
within acceptable range.

21st Century Learning Skills

Mission Activity

Make Judgments and Decisions, Solve Problems

Students make judgments and solve problems.

Communicate Clearly and Collaborate with Others

Students communicate in and across the simulators to work with
their teammates.

Access, Use, Manage and Evaluate Infomation

Students research & analyze data to accomplish mission
objectives.

Apply Technology Effectively

Students use computers to obtain information and communicate.

Be Flexible, Work Independently, Interact Effectively With
Others

During emergencies, students respond to new information and
procedures.

Manage Projects and Be Responsible to Others

Students must complete tasks during the mission timeframe.

Challenger Learning Center of Northern Nevada

www.nevadachallenger.org

775.830.5295

Next Generation Science: Science & Engineering Practices

Mission Activity

4. Analyzing and interpreting data

While working in Mars Control, students are responsible for
recording, analyzing, and interpreting the data that they are
given by their teammates in the Mars Transport Vehicle.

5. Using mathematics and computational thinking

Students record, calculate and analyze data.

6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing
solutions (for engineering)

Students in Mars Control must use the information and data
they are given by their teammates in the Mars Transport
Vehicle to construct an argument based on the information
they are presented with.

7. Engaging in argument from evidence

They must construct an argument from evidence during the
mid-mission briefing, when the group as a whole is presented
with a list of criteria and must decide what to do next.

8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information.

While students are in the Mars Transport Vehicle, they obtain
information and data and must communicate this information
to Mars Control.

Next Generation Science: Disciplinary Core Ideas

Mission Activity

MS.ESS1.3: Analyze and interpret data to determine scale
properties of objects in the solar system.
MS.ESS3.2: Analyze and interpret data on natural hazards
to forecast future catastrophic events and inform the
development of technologies to mitigate their effects.

Students use their knowledge about Mars to transport a
new crew of astronauts to Mars and safely return the
current crew. Students must launch one or more probes
to Mars' moons. They must conduct research during the
mission and work to keep the crew safe.

Next Generation Science: Crosscutting Concepts

Mission Activity

2. Cause and effect

Students handle a variety of emergencies caused by
anomalies. Students must solve the emergency or abort the
mission.

3. Scale, proportion and quantity

Students use beakers, graduated cylinders, a Geiger
counter, balances, etc. to perform expermeriments and
monitor environments on the Mars Transport Vehicle.

6. Structure and function

Students build probes to launch to Mars’ moons.

Nature of Science

Mission Activity

1. Scientific Investigations Use a Variety of Models
2. Scientific Knowledge is Based on Empirical Evidence

Students use variety of lab equipment and techniques to
complete hands-on activities and observations.

5. Science as a Way of Knowing

Students make measurements, record observations and
analyze data to contribute to their role in the mission.

7. Science as a Human Endeavor

Students take on the role of flight controllers and astronauts
during their mission.

Challenger Learning Center of Northern Nevada
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While in training, the crew of every Space
Transport System (STS) designs a patch that
identifies its unique mission. Since the first
mission in April 1981, more than 450 astronauts
have participated in more than 100 missions.
Most Shuttle crews consist of the commander,
a pilot, mission specialists, and payload
specialists. Each member of the crew contributes
to the patch design. The team uses color, shape,
images, and text to represent different aspects
of their mission. Here are two examples.

.........

STS 51–L CREW INSIGNIA—This mission
patch symbolizes the mission of shuttle flight
51-L, to fly and to teach. The shuttle, being
launched from the United States of America,
encircles the planet to signify its U.S. presence
in space to explore new frontiers. The shuttle
in flight with open cargo doors represents the
51-L mission to launch a communication
satellite (TDRSS), to collect data from Comet
Halley, and to conduct scientific experiments.
The apple next to the teacher’s name signifies
the educational mission of the crew to touch
the future through the lessons taught in space.
The scene is encircled by the surnames of the
crew members. They were astronauts Francis
R. (Dick) Scobee, commander; Michael J. Smith,
pilot; Ron McNair, Ellison Onizuka, and Judy
Resnik, all mission specialists; Greg Jarvis, payload specialist; and Christa McAuliffe, teacher.

...

STS-98 CREW INSIGNIA—This mission
marked a major milestone in assembly of the
International Space Station (ISS). Atlantis' crew
delivered the United States Laboratory, Destiny,
to the ISS. The crew patch depicts the Space
Shuttle with Destiny held high above the
payload bay just before its attachment to the
ISS. Red and white stripes, with a deep blue
field of white stars, border the Shuttle and
Destiny to symbolize the continuing
contribution of the United States to the ISS.
The constellation Hercules, seen just below
Destiny, captures the Shuttle and Station's team
efforts in bringing the promise of orbital
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scientific research to life. The reflection of Earth
in Destiny's window emphasizes the
connection between space exploration and life
on Earth. Shuttle crew members are: Kenneth
Cockrell, commander; Mark Polansky, pilot; and
mission specialists Robert Curbeam, Marsha
Ivins, and Thomas Jones.

Skills
• Team building
• Team patch design

Objectives
Students will:
• Identify attributes of mission patches.
• Design, draw, and describe the
attributes of their own mission patch.

Activity Overview
Students will work in teams of four. They will
read two mission patch descriptions and
observe the patches. Using shape, color, images,
and text, they will design their own crew patch.

Key Question
How can a team create a graphic design that represents all of the members and the team mission?

Key Concept
• Shape, color, images, and text can be
used to create a graphical
representation of a mission.

Materials & Preparation
• Mission Patch Descriptions
• Drawing supplies
1. Divide students into teams of four.
2. Using a thinking web have students brainstorm ideas for their mission patch.
3. Once students have developed some ideas,
they need to come to a consensus on how
to design the patch. Note: Because this is a
team-building activity, it is important to let
students come to a consensus rather than
to vote on the design.
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5. Once students have completed their patch
design, assemble a gallery of patches on the
wall.
6. Once all of the patches are on the wall, have
students do a gallery walk.
7. Have students look at each patch and write
down their interpretation of the design.
8. Have students compare their interpretations of
each design to the original patch description.

Management
This activity can be completed in one class
period.

Reflection & Discussion

2. What was difficult about reaching a consensus?
3. What kind of consideration went into planning your class patch?

★

★
★

4. How can visual images inspire teamwork and
group missions?

Transfer & Extension
1. Research upcoming shuttle missions and
their mission’s patch. Keep a wall of
patches for each shuttle mission throughout
the school year.
2. Boy Scouts/Girl Scouts get badges for skills
they master. What do their badges represent?
3. Write to your regional NASA center for
current mission patch stickers or contact
CORE.
4. Create a mission patch for any other
programs students may be involved in.
(Scouts, Band, Sports, Community Service)

.........

1. If you will all be flying the same mission,
how come each of the patches are different?

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4. Once consensus has been reached, students
will begin designing their patch.
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W O R K S H E E T

Mission Patch Description

51-L Mission Patch

.........

This patch symbolizes the mission of shuttle flight 51-L, to fly and to teach. The
shuttle, being launched from the United States of America, encircles the planet to
signify its U.S. presence in space to explore new frontiers. The shuttle in flight with
open cargo doors represents the 51-L mission to launch a communication satellite
(TDRSS), to collect data from Comet Halley, and to conduct scientific experiments.
The apple next to the teacher’s name signifies the educational mission of the crew
to touch the future through the lessons taught in space. The scene is encircled by
the surnames of the crew members. They were astronauts Francis R.(Dick) Scobee,
commander; Michael J. Smith, pilot; Ron McNair, Ellison Onizuka, and Judy Resnik,
all mission specialists; Greg Jarvis, payload specialist; and Christa McAuliffe, teacher.

...
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Mission Patch Description
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STS-98 Mission Patch

.........

This mission marked a major milestone in assembly of the International Space Station
(ISS). Atlantis' crew delivered the United States Laboratory, Destiny, to the ISS. The
crew patch depicts the Space Shuttle with Destiny held high above the payload bay
just before its attachment to the ISS. Red and white stripes, with a deep blue field
of white stars, border the Shuttle and Destiny to symbolize the continuing contribution
of the United States to the ISS. The constellation Hercules, seen just below Destiny,
captures the Shuttle and Station's team efforts in bringing the promise of orbital
scientific research to life. The reflection of Earth in Destiny's window emphasizes
the connection between space exploration and life on Earth. Shuttle crew members
are: Kenneth Cockrell, commander; Mark Polansky, pilot; and mission specialists Robert
Curbeam, Marsha Ivins, and Thomas Jones.
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